S-1 Supporting methods outline
A brief outline of the methodological approach followed in the present paper is given in Figure S1 . Figure S1 . Outline of the methods used in the present paper to develop crop-specific regression models from a complex fate and exposure assessment framework.
S-2 Analysis of model output variation
(A) Model input uncertainty. We vary each input variable in its 95% confidence interval. Since all variables are strictly non-negative physical entities, we assume that model input is approximately log-normally distributed and that the 0.0077 (6) flow rate from paddy water to soil (penetration rate)
0.0095 (6) (B) Input parameter correlation. We want to assess the influence of model input to model output for parameterizing the system dynamics as a function of input variables with significant influence only. However, some input variables are not mutually independent, i.e. all input variables directly influence model output, whereas some also influence model output indirectly via other variables.
Both direct and indirect influences on model output must be finally accounted for by normalizing the influence of all input variables on model output. Hence, explicit models are provided in dynamiCROP for describing functional dependencies between input variables to express their correlations. In fact, there are two distinct sets of input variables: the first set, , , ,
input variables not considered to depend on other variables, while the second set, , , ,
contains input variables extrapolated from others (from the first as well as the second set) based on reported correlations. We express input variables from the second set as property's variability. Consequently and in order to minimize the possible effect of non-linearity, local derivatives in 6 S S4 eqs  are replaced for substance properties by mean slopes between their 95% confidence interval limits. As a result, our final n  1 sensitivity matrix is a composite of elements taken from the Jacobian matrix (for crop characteristics and environmental properties) and of relative sensitivities obtained from extreme values (for substance properties).
S-3 Uncertainty ranges of input variables
The squared geometric standard deviations GSD 2 for all input variables required by the dynamiCROP model and considered in the present uncertainty study are given in Table S2 ). In addition, GSD 2 referring to pesticide properties as they are applied for individual substances are given in parentheses. GSD 2 are obtained on the basis of reported empirical data variability or extrapolations from other data. Sometimes, for an input variable different data sources are available. In such cases, the source contributing most to the overall data amount per input variable is cited in Table S2 . Table 2) transpiration coefficient
estimated average (see Table 2 )
field trials (see Table 2 )
estimated average based on empirical data (see Table 2 )
lab experiments (see Table 2 )
1.3 estimated average based on empirical data (13) leaf (26) phloem flow rate (basipetal assimilation stream)
extrapolated from fruit composition and fruit dry mass (27) 
S-4 Results from analysis of model output variation
We are interested in the sensitivity of crop-specific model output, i.e. human intake fractions, towards input variables across pesticides. Accordingly, for substance properties x the range Table S3 . For all Kelvin scale temperatures we apply a generic GSD 2 of 1.05. 
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Two important aspects were assessed in addition. In a first step, the full chemical space from the minimum to the maximum of each substance property should be covered to verify that no important aspect has been ignored when taking the 95% confidence interval across substances.
Results of this model output variation analysis based on the full range of variation in physicochemical substance properties is shown in Figure S2 . In a second step, the range of variation of chemical properties needs to be compared to individual chemicals with substancespecific GSD 2 (see values in parentheses in Table S2 ). Results of the model output variation analysis for comparing the 95% confidence interval range over substance properties with individual substances are shown in Figure S3 . Figure S2 demonstrates that over the entire range of substance properties from minimum to maximum of each property the influence of the degradation half-life in soil increases for all crops, but apple, due to the relatively strongly increasing GSD 2 of 44.7 compared to relative changes in GSD 2 for degradation half-lives in crop and on crop surface. For apple, however, the model output variation is too much a fucntion to the ratio of time to harvest and degradation half-life in crop to be nevertheless the input variables that the model is most sensitive to. For lettuce, Kaw also becomes increasingly important, which again is due to the strong increase in GSD 2 of 9 10 2 over the full minimum/maximum range across chemicals.
From Figure S3 we see that model output shows different variations towards the variation of input variables across chemicals, i.e. in the 95% confidence interval range of physicochemical properties over all considered pesticides, than towards the variation of input variables for individual pesticides, more specifically for insecticides carbaryl and cyromazine, herbicide dicamba, and fungicide azoxystrobin. This is mainly due to the substance-specific composition of properties, which thereby determines the fate in the different crops. As an example, the model output variation as a function of the degradation half-life of dicamba in the different crops is always higher than for the other selected substances, which is in line with earlier findings 28 , where it was demonstrated that for each substance a particular compartment predominantly drives the system dynamics in the original model. However, we also see from Figure S3 that some of the model output variation will not be captured across chemicals, when we only look at individual substances. This is particularly the case for the time to harvest and for the degradation half-life in soil across all crops. 
S-6 Coefficients of variation of regression models
S-7 Koc-Kow regression analysis
Despite the fact that generally Koc and Kow can be assumed to be correlated in one or another way, 29 inconsistencies have been reported to apply a single regression model to accurately predict log Koc from log Kow over a Kow range of more than 4 orders of magnitude, 30 which is also shown in Figure S5 for the considered set of pesticides ( 385  n ) with log(Kow) ranging from 6 . 10  to 18.9. This is due to the fact that for developing regression models to predict Koc from other substances properties chemicals are usually classified based on strictly structural characteristics, which does however not imply anything about their lipophilicity etc. 31 As an example, different regression models to estimate Koc from Kow exist for predominantly hydrophobic chemicals (eq S7a) as well as for non-hydrophobic chemicals (eq S7b): 
